Message from the Program Chair

ISCBI 2013

It is indeed, a privilege for us to welcome the delegates of ISCBI13 in New Delhi, India and in ISCBI13. We are thankful to the conference chairs for providing us with the honor of serving the ISCBI13 organization as the Program Chairs. It was a challenging job no doubt, but enjoyable and educative too.

Proper reviewing of the manuscripts and timely submission of the outcome of the review process determines the success/quality of any conference—big or small. However, the challenge assumes a higher dimension when a reputed publisher like IEEE agrees to shoulder the responsibility of publishing the proceedings of the event. Because the hallmark of IEEE is quality rather than quantity and due to this benchmark, even some good manuscripts could not be accommodated in the conference program. This made our job a difficult one, no doubt but this taught us the art of taking difficult decision which would help us in the future in our profession too.

We are thankful to the members of the program committee for their meticulous pieces of works and despite their otherwise tight professional schedule, had cooperated to the full extent in submitting their review reports on time. Their review findings, we are sure, will help the authors—both of the accepted & non accepted manuscripts - in improving their quality of research in the future.

Best Regards,

Prof. Xin-She Yang
Conference Program Chair